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The demand for Data Science, AI and ML

professionals is growing by leaps and

bounds. This trend is expected to continue

well into the future. For fresh graduates

(from any discipline and without any prior

programming knowledge), a sound

knowledge of these domains will not only

open up immediate job opportunities, but will

also provide a secure future. Also, with the

demand far outstripping supply for working

professionals with these skills, they can

expect significant hike in their salaries

ranging from 40% to 300%.

Whether you are a student with no flair for
programming or a manager in-charge of Data
Science, AI and ML projects with no coding
knowledge (or have not been coding for a
while), learning data science, AI and ML
shouldn’t be a problem. Taught by
experienced professionals in a simple and
easy way, this course will help you learn Data
Science, AI and ML without getting bogged
down with learning Python or R programming.

De-Risk Your Future

Lack of Coding Skills
Needn’t be a Showstopper



All the concepts of mathematics,
statistics, ML and AI are taught using the
codeless 'Drag and Drop' methodology.

Students from any discipline with no prior
programming knowledge can learn the
Data Science, AI and ML with ease.

Time saved in learning Python and R will
be utilized in providing hands-on
experience in each of the Machine
Learning and AI Algorithms.

Industry oriented course with hands-on
exercises based on real-life industry
cases using excel and codeless tools.

International certification by the world
ranked Lincoln University College,
Malaysia

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Concept 
2. Context 
3. Case
4. Codeless 
 
The Unique 4-C methodology has been
developed to enable you to learn Data
Science, AI and ML without writing a
single line of Python or R code.

Unique 4-C Approach

Multiple Benefits 



Srinivasa Rao is a technology and
management professional with more than
25 years of experience in the IT industry.
He holds a Master’s Degree in Engineering
from IIT Chennai and an MBA from IIM
Kozhikode. He has worked for reputed
consulting & technology companies like
PWC, Oracle and PDP Australia. His
expertise includes IT consulting, system
integration, design and implementation of
enterprise wide applications.
 
He is currently involved in building ML & AI
solutions for retail, energy, and oil & gas
sectors. He regularly conducts courses
and workshops in data science, ML  and 
AI  for  engineering  andmanagement
students and IT professionals.

Introduction
Data fundamentals
 Exploratory Data Analysis / Statistical
Analysis
Data Preprocessing 
Understand the main concepts and
take the first steps in a ML/ AI career
Practice exercises using the Codeless
methodology

 

Your Course Instructor

What You'll Learn 

60 
hours of online

course

Srinivasa Rao 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/srinivasa-rao-52068382/


Lincoln University is one of the premier private universities in Malaysia. The

university was given the prestigious 5 - Star Setara rating by the Ministry of

Higher Education, Malaysia in 2017. Presently, it is ranked 80 in Impact

Rankings 2020 in Quality Education by The World University Rankings.

 

The university is a member of the Association of Commonwealth Universities

(ACU) - London and International Association of Universities IAU- UNESCO,

Paris. Lincoln University offers Bachelors, Masters and PhD programs in a

wide range of disciplines. Currently 25000 students are enrolled in its

campuses spread over Malaysia, Southeast Asia, Middle East and Africa.

About Lincoln University

About GNDP Education

GNDP-Education, an affiliate of Global Network of Development

Professionals (Singapore) was started with a vision to be a collaborative

learning hub providing quality and affordable education for all. The highly

qualified and experienced faculty of GNDP include outstanding educators

and researchers and industry experts to deliver programs of outstanding

quality. 

 

GNDP-Education has MOUs with SSOL@IIT Kanpur, ABV-IIIT Gwalior and

Lincoln University College, Malaysia to offer market-driven, skill-based and

industry-oriented programs.

http://www.lincoln.edu.my/
https://www.lincoln.edu.my/
http://www.gndp.one/


Visit GNDP website for more details

For enquiries,contact: 
email: tushar@gndp.one ; no: +91 93810 09702

 

https://www.gndp.one/ds-course

